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Static vs. dynamic PROOF cluster

Static
Same set of machines
Fast response
Data can be saved localy

Dynamic on GRID (AliEn) using PoD
Different set of machiness (possible to get more workers)
Slow response
Data are processes from AliEn
Maybe they can be cached for short time
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Basic concept PoD

Pod - Multi PROOF master (one per user)
CPU dynamically available, large pot of GRID cpus, every job
can potentially become a PROOF node
fits well with a ’diskless cluster’ conccept, i.e. the sotrage is
independent
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PoD test on AliEn

Master at CERN
Create workers at CERN, by sending jobs to CERN site
requested 100 workers

in 5 minutes 10 workers
in 20 minutes all workers ready

Process same dataset from CAF
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Static Proof cluster - CAF (CAF is SE)
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First tests PoD with AliEn (CAF is SE)
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First tests PoD with AliEn
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PoD with AliEn

User can create its own PoD PROOF cluster, by submiting job
User will have

ALICE software by default
afdsutils.C available (ds managment)

PROOF cluster reserved for 24 hours (idle 2 hours = PROOF
killed)
XROOTD for storage
User can analyse file

remotely
ESD to AOD filter once
process its own AOD after that many times
20 GB of space available
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ALICE borrow me a Ferrari

ALICE will create 1000 workers
Filter ESD to AOD
Save it in RAM (/dev/shm/)
User will submit task (send it to ALICE Ferarri store)

Verify driver lesson (task will be tested on small subset of data
with proof lite)
User can drive Ferrari (runs user’s task)
Output will be send to SE and user will get list of files (for
merging)
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